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African Union Mission in Somalia (AMISOM) troops disembark from a United Nations aircraft.

Finding the appropriate regional political framework to provide peace and security in the Sahel
had already been a challenge for Europeans before
the crisis in Northern Mali erupted. Regional formats like the Community of Sahel-Saharan States
(CEN-SAD) or ECOWAS have sometimes proved inadequate at bringing ECOWAS countries, Algeria
as well as international stakeholders around the
same table. Successive mediation efforts by Burkina Faso, Ivory Coast or Nigeria have underlined
the regional dimension of the crisis. The African
Union is also involved, albeit to a lesser extent.
In the end, the choice of a UN special envoy is
probably not the best solution for the defenders
of African ownership, but it has the advantage of
avoiding diplomatic competition at regional level.
Former Italian PM Romano Prodi, as former chair
of the joint AU-UN panel to consider options for
supporting AU peacekeeping operations, is experienced and familiar with North and West African
dynamics; and he was probably chosen also for his
good relations with Algeria. As a former President
of the European Commission, he may also be sensitive to the imperative of coordination with France
and the EU. With him in place, appointing an EU
Special Representative for the Sahel (as a replica
of the choice made by the EU in Somalia with a
EUSR for the Horn) will require coherence and coordination between them.

Conclusions
Northern Mali is neither Somalia nor Afghanistan.
Risks are of a different magnitude and contexts,
too, are quite different, despite comparable challenges to regional security. Still, experiences from
Somalia and ‘AfPak’ may help understand current
trends in ‘Malgeria’.
The terrorist threat is closer to European territory
but arguably more diffuse and impalpable. Connections between terrorist groups along a supposed
‘terror belt’ from Mauritania to Somalia still have
to materialise but their likelihood is not fantasy.
More information-sharing on these threats would
perhaps help European public opinion to understand them better. Not unlike Somalia, regional
rivalries and tensions around the Sahel have led
to a multi-level and multi-layered international
engagement for peace and security.
Because the area is closer to some European interests, it requires another type of EU engagement,
which, in the long run, may demand support for a
credible and sustainable solution to governance in
Mali.
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The Crisis Management
Concept recently presented
at the EU Foreign Affairs
Council paves the way towards what is likely to be
the next CSDP mission. This
policy brief looks at the
prospects for the proposed
EU training mission in Mali.

EU engagement in the
Sahel: lessons from
Somalia and AfPak
It examines in particular
what lessons might usefully
be learned from the EU’s
previous contribution to
international peacekeeping efforts in Somalia and
to what extent the fragile
security situation in Northern Mali has the potential
to become another Afghanistan.

On 19 November, the Council of the EU welcomed
the Crisis Management Concept for a possible EU
training mission for Mali, paving the way for the
launch of a CSDP operation replicating the work
done in Uganda with Somali troops. And many in
Brussels have started to speak of EUTM Mali, as if
EUTM and more generally the EU approach to the

crisis in Somalia was a relevant model for action
in Mali.
Comparisons are always a methodologically and
politically tricky exercise. Still, it may be worth
looking at the main features of EU engagement in
Somalia and analysing the extent to which lessons
can be learnt for the Sahel.
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